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R
i is  Park and For t
Tilden are par t  of
the Breezy Point
Unit  of the Gateway

National  Recreation Area.
Built  by Rober t  Moses,  Riis
Park is  a  popular summer
destination for swimming and
other beach activit ies.   I t  is
famous for the ethnic diversi-
ty of its  users,  befitt ing a
park honoring 19th century
reformer Jacob Riis.   For t
Tilden is  a  historic  mil i tary
base that  includes spor ts
f ields,  community gardens,
and signif icant natural  areas
-  including a mile  of undevel-
oped beach and dunes.   Both
parks are impor tant places
on the Rockaway Peninsula -
an area viewed by many as
being a relat ively unknown
and underuti l ized bit  of New
York's  waterfront.  

Riis Park and Fort Tilden have the potential to be
extraordinary places: Atlantic beach sand and surf cou-
pled with historic structures and a diversity of recreation-
al facilities and cultural programming.  But, as with all of
the National Park Service's holdings in New York, fund-
ing for capital improvements and management in these
parks has been difficult to obtain.  Some basic services -
restrooms, showers, picnic areas - are considered to be of
poor quality.  Many of the historic buildings are not being
used to their potential, most notably the art-deco Jacob
Riis bathhouse.   The net result is that the National Park
Service experience at these parks is not all it could be, and
visitor numbers have declined accordingly.  

It is an opportune moment to consider ways of
improving these parks.  The National Park Service will
soon select a ferry operator to begin service to Riis
Landing - a small section of the Fort Tilden that lies on
the bayside of the peninsula.  They hope to expand the
Riis Landing site by receiving adjacent property now
being surplused by the US Coast Guard.  This new service
will vastly improve access to the park from Manhattan
and western Brooklyn.  In addition, the reconstruction of
the Gil Hodges (Marine Parkway) Bridge will soon be
complete, providing an opportunity to revamp the mar-
keting of the park to New Yorkers in southern Brooklyn
and Queens.   

In order to address these issues, Regional Plan
Association (RPA) and the National Park Service (NPS)
convened a three day workshop in May 2001 where expert
planners and designers developed proposals for specific
design and programming improvements for Riis Landing,
Fort Tilden and Jacob Riis Park that will integrate exist-
ing and proposed activities and resources, including the
new ferry service, programming at Ft. Tilden, and reuse
of the now-vacant Riis Park Bathhouse. 

Introduction
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U
sing background
materials  developed
by NPS,  RPA and its
consultants,  the

workshop par ticipants:  

• Identified what uses are desirable
and feasible for the Riis Park/Riis
Landing/Fort Tilden in terms of
park purpose, social context, and
business environment;

• Located the best places for those
uses on these sites; 

• Proposed other design and trans-
portation improvements that help
knit the study area together; and 

• Developed a feasible strategy for
achieving proposed improve-
ments.

Following the workshop, RPA staff and a team of consult-
ants refined these ideas through a variety of additional
research, a series of focus group discussions with current
and prospective park users, and a review with important
stakeholders in the Park's future. This second stage includ-
ed the following specific tasks: 

• Focus Groups. Bruce Schaller and Schaller Consulting
organized six focus group sessions designed to deepen
our understanding of what programming and access

improvements would be most important/desirable for
current and potential Park users;

• Transportation Group Study.  Jeff Zupan of RPA
identified opportunities and constraints of access to
the parks via transit services, automobile, and ferry.
The Transportation Gap Study identifies current
automobile and transit alternatives for traveling to
the units and assesses the utility of these modes for
various markets given travel time, current capacity
and competing destinations.  It makes recommenda-
tions and reports on discussions with the
Metropolitan Transit Authority and others on their
implementation.

• Private Sector Partners.  John Shapiro of the firm
Abeles Phillips Preiss and Shapiro, with the assistance
of Duncan Webb Associates and Horwarth
Hospitality, reviewed market conditions by making
recommendations for soliciting private sector part-
ners.  Particular focus areas were the reuse of the
Bathhouse at Riis Park and the buildings within the
Riis Landing "campus".  

• Stakeholder meetings.  RPA worked with NPS to
draft a powerpoint presentation reporting on the
workshop results and organized a series of outreach
meetings to get comments from three sets of local

Methodology
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and regional leadership:  Fort Tilden users and part-
ners; Riis users, concessionaires and partners, city-
wide civic and environmental groups; neighborhood
organizations.

This document summarizes our findings and provides
information and strategic direction to the National Park
Service as to future physical improvements to Riis Park,
Fort Tilden and Riis Landing.  The relevant park mission,
resources and current activities, circulation, access, mar-
ket, and stakeholder issues are briefly summarized.
Recommendations are presented in terms of early, low-
cost improvements as well as longer-term capital-intensive
proposals. 

This document is not intended to be a substitute for a
general management plan and is thus necessarily brief in
terms of background information about the parks and
their users and our recommendations.  Specific reports
and memoranda that provide details on the workshop, the
focus group results, transportation gaps, private sector
partners, and stakeholder meetings are attached as appen-
dices.  

Working with the National Park Service, RPA intends
to use this document to spark long-sought improvements
to the two parks that meet the needs both of the new visi-
tors as well as the thousands of New Yorkers who cur-
rently enjoy the area.  

Methodology
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J
acob Riis Beach and
Fort Tilden are part of
the Breezy Point Unit of
the Gateway National

Recreation Area.  Gateway
was intended by Congress to
serve "a unique opportunity
to provide a meaningful
outdoor recreation area
for the millions of people
living within the greater
New York metropolitan
area", an urban popula-
tion that had and stil l  has
little access to the more
traditional NPS sites in
the western United States.   

Established in 1972 as America's first urban
national park, Gateway encompasses 26,000 acres
in New York City and northern New Jersey.
Almost the entire park consists of former city and
state property.  This diverse mix of historic sites,
wetlands and other natural areas, and recreation
facilities is now integrated under the management
of the National Park Service.  

New York City acquired the property of what
is now Riis Park in 1923.  Completed in 1937
under the leadership of then-parks commissioner
Robert Moses, the original park included the
existing bathhouse as well as the 9,000 car parking
lot, playgrounds, handball courts, and a board-

walk.  Completion of the Marine Parkway Bridge in 1937
put the park within an hour's drive of much of Brooklyn,
Queens, and Manhattan.  

Fort Tilden was commissioned by the Army in 1917,
and served as an army base until the late 1960's.  World
War II and Cold War-era gun emplacements, missile silos,
and radar stations and associated military housing and
offices are reminders of the Fort's history.  The present
park contains athletic fields as well as hiking trails and
natural areas in the back fort.  

In recognition of their origins, large sections of both
of these parks are listed on the National Register of

Description of the Study Area

Gateway National Recreation Area
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The Future of Tweed-New Haven AirportDescription of Study Area

Historic Places.
The Park Service took title to these lands in 1972 as

part of the creation of Gateway National Recreation
Area.  Through its swimming beaches and related pro-
gramming, Jacob Riis Park attracts about 800,000 visitors
per year while Fort Tilden, which serves mostly local
sports teams, community arts groups, joggers and fisher-
men, draws about 100,000 people a year.

Riis Landing refers to the current maintenance yard
at Fort Tilden as well as the adjoining Coast Guard site.
The National Park Service is currently using its property
to store and repair park machinery.  A small dock and
walkway to allow ferry and excursion boats to access the

park has been constructed.  The Riis Landing
Dockmaster has renovated a small building to service
excursion riders.  The Coast Guard has decided to surplus
its property, which includes several buildings and a boat-
house, and the National Park Service is considering
whether to accept the buildings as part of Fort Tilden.  In
addition to the Coast Guard, these buildings are now used
to house New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation offices and the National Park Police.  These
marine and security services would remain on the proper-
ty even if the National Park Service took control of the
property.  

Riis Park Boathouse
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MISSION*

A
National  Park expe-
rience has been
defined as  a person-
al  encounter with a

special  place.   Gateway
National  Recreation Area's
Long Range Interpretive
Program notes that  to help
visitors  have this  experience,

National  Park Service staff
should seek to make connec-
t ions between each park's
natural  and cultural
resources and the l ives,  val-
ues,  and experiences of park 
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Park Context

Riis Park, Fort Tilden and Riis Landing

* This information is summarized from Long Range
Interpretive Plan and the Reflections/Suggestions/
Guidelines background materials prepared for the 2001
workshop by NPS.
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visitors, helping people understand the place from a vari-
ety of perspectives.

For the Riis-Tilden complex, there are four salient
features identified by the workshop participants as being
key for making connections between visitors and the
area's unique resources:

• Diversity of Users - Riis Park is famous for the broad
diversity of people that come to its beaches.  Many of
these people are recent immigrants, a characteristic
that also plays both to the park's namesake and histo-
ry as well as Gateway's unique role within the
National Park System.  

• Unique Historic and Natural Resources - The built
and natural environments at both Riis and Tilden
offer opportunities to tell stories about New York
City life, military history, and North Atlantic coastal
ecology.

• Focus on Health and Well Being - Drawing on the
legacy of Jacob Riis and the recreational focus of
many visitors to both Riis and Tilden, the Parks
could provide a means for engaging visitors in a life-
long program to promote health and well-being.  

• Demonstrating Green Practices - Gateway in general
and Riis in particular could become a model for pro-
moting and demonstrating sustainable transportation
and other practices.

RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES*

Riis Park. Much of Riis Park is contained within a
National Register District as an area representative of
public park development in this country.  The most
prominent feature is the Bathhouse, but the District also
includes the boardwalk, landscaping and ball fields, and
the parking lot.  Reuse of these structures must be in
keeping with the site's historic qualities.  

The park's activities are dominated by its seasonal
beach use, which at its peak attracted several million visi-
tors a year.  Some of these visitors settle on the beach,
where the jetties and lifeguard stations define the various
bays that cater to specific social or ethnic groups.  Other
visitors establish a "home base" picnic area, preferably a
shaded spot with access to the beach, parking lot, and
facilities.  Other active uses along the boardwalk include
playgrounds, basketball and handball courts, and a pitch-
and-putt golf course.  

With the exception of the golf course users, most Riis
Park visitors are not local residents.  Park visitors that
participated in the focus groups or were interviewed as
part of the stakeholder meetings have noticed a decline in
the quality of park services and concessions in the past
several years.  Poor visitor experience, together with the
delays associated with the reconstruction of the Marine
Parkway Bridge, is thought to be the cause of sharply
declining numbers of visitors.  The underutilization of
this park space has led to lower parking lot revenues and
difficulties in attracting and supporting concessionaires
that provide food and other services. 

Fort Tilden. Fort Tilden hosts many structures from its
role in World War II and the Cold War in the Battery area
in its western half (about 150 acres).  This area has been
designated as a National Register Historic District.  The
beachfront and dunes in Fort Tilden are recognized as a
Significant Habitat Complex Focus Area by the US Fish
and Wildlife Service because of its breeding populations
of shorebirds.  While the eastern half of Fort Tilden
includes former military buildings in an attractive campus
setting, the structures themselves are not considered sig-
nificant.  

The park provides space for athletic fields, communi-
ty gardens, arts programming, hiking and nature observa-
tion, and beach fishing and sunbathing on a non-guarded
beach.  Several buildings are used for National Park
Service staff housing.  Community facilities include a post
office, an alternative high school, and the Rockaway
Artists Alliance and Theatre Company.  In contrast to
Riis Beach, the roughly 100,000 yearly visitors to Fort
Tilden are from local neighborhoods or arrive as part of
an athletic league or a large group picnic.  Many of the
organizations that use the park, noticeably the Rockaway

JACOB RIIS: REFORMER AND PHOTOGRAPHER

Jacob Riis immigrated to the United States from Denmark
in 1870.  After years of extreme poverty and hardship he
finally found employment as a police reporter for the New
York Tribune in 1877. In the 1880s his work gravitated
towards reform and he worked with other New York reform-
ers then crusading for better living conditions for the thou-
sands of immigrants flocking to New York in search of new
opportunities. His most popular work, How the Other Half
Lives, became a pivotal work that precipitated much need-
ed reforms and made him famous.  Jacob Riis's photogra-
phy, taken up to help him document the plight of the poor,
made him an important figure in the history of documen-
tary photography. 

Jacob Riis employed a blend of reporting, reform and pho-
tography  that made him a unique legend in all three
fields. Theodore Roosevelt held Riis in very high esteem
offering him positions of power and influence in his
administration and calling him, "the most useful citizen of
New York". Instead Riis continued his creative work, pro-
ducing books on the plight of poor children, immigrants
and tenement dwellers. He died in 1914.

Reprinted from http://www.boisestate.edu/socwork 
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Little League and Artists Alliance, have invested consider-
able amounts of time and money into renovating and
maintaining the facilities they use in Fort Tilden.  These
well-established partnerships define the use of specific
areas and are unlikely to change in the near future.  These
include ball fields in the eastern half of Fort Tilden and
arts programming in buildings T-4, T-5, T-6, and T-7. 

Riis Landing. The structures within Riis Landing are cur-
rently used by the Coast Guard, and other public agencies
to store maintenance equipment for the Park.  The
National Park Service has reconstructed its pier, which
has been used for a variety of excursion boats to Jamaica
Bay.  Building 201 was recently converted by the
Dockmaster to serve as the ticket office for excursion
boats and presumably future ferry service.  

Summary. This diverse array of cultural and recreational
uses speaks to Riis-Tilden's urban setting.  However, there
seems to be little synergy between these activities and
users within the two parks.  The golf course in particular

presents a large physical barrier between these two parks
and their visitors.  Moreover, it is unclear to many of the
park visitors and stakeholders what park have to do with
the area's role as a national park.  Recreational uses at
Riis Park are more often associated with traditional city
or state parks.  The community facilities at Tilden and
Riis Landing seem driven more by partner needs, and the
fact that these groups bring much needed energy and
resources to the area, than to any overall mission.  

CIRCULATION*

The existing road and pedestrian network in Riis Park
and Fort Tilden offers a mix of positive and negative
characteristics.  

A large percentage of Riis Park is devoted to the
automobile, most noticeably the 9,000 car parking lot -
the largest in the world when it was built.  Designed for
peak summer weekends, the roadways and parking facili-
ties give the appearance of being a sea of asphalt when
empty.  In contrast Fort Tilden has a strong underlying
street and block pattern that bespeaks its origins as a mil-
itary campus.  Parking areas are not well defined or at a

8 Regional Plan Association 

* An expanded version of this was prepared as briefing
materials for the workshop in Appendix A

Riis Park and Fort Tilden accomodates a diverse set of cultural and  recreational uses. (see table for activities key)
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distance from picnic and athletic attractions.
There is ample and well designed pedestrian space

along the Riis Park Boardwalk and the other beaux arts
walkways.  However, the parking lot is hostile to people
walking from their cars to the beach.  Fort Tilden is char-
acterized by missing and discontinuous sidewalks and
curbs, providing minimal or no definition of the spaces
that are safe for pedestrians.  

Wayfaring signs are noticeably missing throughout
both parks.   There is little or no orientation within each
of the parks (especially Fort Tilden) as well as between
these adjoining facilities. 

ACCESS*

Visitors travel to Riis Park and Fort Tilden by car, by
mass transit, and, in the near future, by ferry.  Each of
these modes is discussed in turn.  

The automobile is the mode of choice for most visi-
tors to Riis and Tilden - about 85-90%.  The focus group
discussions revealed that those with a car available strong-
ly prefer to drive.   Drivers arrive early (by 10 a.m.) or in
late afternoon to avoid traffic.  They plan their day with
traffic congestion in mind.

Auto access to Tilden and Riis is constrained by the
two bridges that connect the Rockaway peninsula to the
mainland: the Gil Hodges Bridge (formerly the Marine
Parkway Bridge) to Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn and the
Cross Bay Veteran's Memorial Bridge that connects to
Cross Bay Boulevard in Queens.  As with many of Long
Island's south shore highways, the two bridges experience
considerable traffic congestion on summer weekends.
The Gil Hodges Bridge has been under repair for the last
two years further hampering access to Riis Park and Fort

text here
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Pedestrian spaces include the strong beaux arts pattern at Riis Park
(upper) and discontinuous sidewalks at Fort Tilden (lower).

* The full Access Report prepared by RPA is included
as Appendix B

Road network is characterized by:  sea of asphalt at Riis Park
(upper); and strong underlying street and block pattern at Fort
Tilden (lower).



Tilden.
Still, for many Brooklyn and Queens residents the

driving time to Rockaway is much shorter than to beach-
es in Nassau County.  Figure 1 shows the differential driv-
ing time for Brooklyn and Queens to Riis and Jones
Beach. All of Brooklyn and most of Queens can reach
Riis faster than they can reach Jones Beach. Although not
shown, a similar comparison between Riis and Coney
Island would demonstrate that reaching Coney Island -
which offers a different though comparable recreational
experience - is a shorter trip for most Brooklyn residents
west of Flatbush Avenue.

The transit market to the area is relatively small, but there
is a consistent stream of people who arrive to Riis Park by
bus.  Moreover, Gateway National Recreation Area was
specifically established by Congress as an outdoor recre-
ation area "easily accessible by the overwhelming majority
of its visitors by public transportation" - a charge that
makes the provision of adequate transit facilities part of
the park's mandate.  

Figure 2 shows the density of auto-less households in
Brooklyn, Queens, and Manhattan, identifying those
neighborhoods where there is likely to be a high concen-
tration of people who would require transit to get to Riis.
Figure 2 also shows relevant bus routes and the areas
within a reasonable walk (1/3 mile) to bus stops.  

The only bus route directly connecting Brooklyn with
Riis is the Green Bus Q35 route.   It operates along
Flatbush Avenue, serving the neighborhoods of Mill
Basin, Flatlands, and Marine Park. The bus route runs
from the "Junction", where #2 and #5 trains terminate at
Nostrand Avenue to the 116th Street station on the A line
in Far Rockaway.  Eleven bus routes in Brooklyn cross the
Q35 allowing a one-seat transfer to many Brooklyn neigh-
borhoods.  Three bus routes serve the Rockaways west of
Cross Bay Bridge.  The Q22 runs the length of Rockaway
and connects to Riis, thereby giving direct service to vir-
tually all the neighborhoods on the Rockaway peninsula
and offering a connection to and from the subway at
116th Street peninsula as well as - the Q21 and Q53 buses
to Queens.  

The service on the Q35 bus route during the summer
weekends is quite frequent - every 15 minutes during much
of the day on Saturdays and 20 minutes on Sundays.  This
level of service makes the Q35 more attractive for anyone
living along the 11 connecting bus routes as well as people
with access to the Nostrand Avenue subway.  The trip
from Nostrand and Flatbush to Riis takes about 30 min-
utes.  The focus group conversations made it clear that
people would be willing to travel one hour-plus given an
attractive destination.  These participants also made clear
that any transit improvements should focus on reliable
travel times and minimizing delay - not comfort of trip.  
Ferry service has emerged as a possible new means for

A Beach and Much More 11
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Transit market is relatively small but people are willing to travel one
hour + given attractive destination

Commuter ferry may be viable. Key is reliable service.

Most current visitors (>90%) come by auto



visitors to the Park.  Ferries offer the possibility of open-
ing the park to the large number of auto-less households
in Manhattan and western Brooklyn.  They could also
serve as a link between the park and the other waterfront
attractions including other NPS units within the National
Parks of New York Harbor.  

Any service to the park will be feasible only if tied to
capturing the commuter market from Rockaway to Lower
Manhattan, a trip that is long and arduous by public
transit today.  Two previous attempts at such commuter
service failed because of a combination of poor facilities
and high fares.  The success of ferry service after
September 11th has given a new perspective on the use of
ferries in and around New York harbor.  There is now a
willingness to entertain ferry services that require subsi-
dies like those provided to current subway, commuter rail
and bus networks.  RPA analysis of the commuter market
from Riis Landing to Lower Manhattan indicates that
about 350 round-trip riders per day are required to break
even.  At $20 round-trip fare, ferry service would likely
attract only about 250 riders, suggesting that lower fare
would need to be charged.  The service might also benefit
from a stop between Far Rockaway and Lower
Manhattan, possibly combined with a ferry service from
Bay Ridge, Sunset Park or Sheepshead Bay.  

Manhattan residents in the focus groups were enthu-
siastic about a recreational ferry given an attractive desti-
nation (they were otherwise not interested in going to the
park).  Ferry rides of up to an hour and costing up to $15
each way are acceptable. A ferry to Riis Park was deemed
much more attractive than taking the Long Island Rail
Road and connecting bus to Jones Beach - a service that
now attracts 36,000 people a year.  By way of comparison
the NY Waterway ferry to Sandy Hook serves about 3,600
people a year.  There also seemed to be strong support
from Brooklyn residents within the focus groups for a
Sheepshead Bay water taxi.  

The biggest barriers to getting recreational riders are
likely to be the general unfamiliarity of Manhattan resi-
dents with the Rockaways and quality of the facilities at
Riis and Tilden.  Another key issue for ferry service is
providing adequate and appropriate parking (or an alter-
native) for people to get to the ferry dock.  While Riis has
a surplus of parking, the large lot is located about a half
mile from the ferry terminal, probably too far for com-
muters.   Providing commuter parking on the Riis
Landing site must be done in a way that still provides a
welcoming experience for recreational visitors arriving at
the beach.  The alternative developed in the charette of
providing some parking on site and placing the rest as on-
street parking at Ft. Tilden provides a compromise.
Shuttle service for both beach goers and the "overflow" lot
at Riis Park is another possibility. 

There may also be a need for an attractive, reliable

internal circulator transportation to connect the beach,
Riis Landing, Fort Tilden and other facilities. A zoo-type
shuttle with open sides and a canopy operating with 15-
minute headways was attractive to many focus group par-
ticipants. 

MARKET CONTEXT *

There are a number of existing buildings in the study area
where establishing a public-private partnership has been
considered as a means to help sustain the structure, meet
NPS management goals, and possibly even generate rev-
enues.  This includes the Bathhouse at Riis Park, the
buildings on the campus at Fort Tilden, and the buildings
at Riis Landing - including the current Coast Guard base
should that be transferred to the National Park Service.  

However, the nature of these structures, the relative
isolation of the Rockaway peninsula (i.e. a crowded toll
bridge away from people in Brooklyn and Queens), and
the strong seasonality of park attractions means that
there are no super-profitable uses that are naturally
attracted to any of these locations.  As indicated below,
the only possible profit center is across the bridge at Floyd
Bennett Field.  

Therefore, any private uses solicited for the park
should tie directly to mission- or constituency- building.
Moreover, any uses that are attracted to the park will be
entrepreneur-driven, and probably not conventionally
financed.  Each use will have its own implementation
issues, timetables, and risks; their success is likely to be a
function of finding the right individual and idea rather
than any inherent market strength.  The Park Service
needs to remain flexible enough to accommodate these
demands, and should not expect to pick a winner imme-
diately.

Given these caveats, several ventures seem more likely
to succeed, and should be considered:  

• Sit-Down Restaurant(s) at Riis Landing.  The lack of
restaurants in the neighborhood, the possibility of
attracting additional patrons during the park season,
and a waterfront location in view of both the Bridge
and future ferry dock make one or more tablecloth,
seafood-oriented  restaurants a viable possibility that
meets market tests as well as focus group results.

• Inn at Riis Landing.  The Coast Guard building pres-
ents a conversion opportunity for the creation of a

text here
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small inn or bed and breakfast of about 15 rooms.
The operator for such a facility is likely to be an inde-
pendent proprietor or small regional hotel manage-
ment company.  The lodging operation could be oper-
ated independent from the restaurant; however, having
the restaurant operated by the same operator would
provide more uniformity in service and allow for
seamless catering to group guests of the hotel.  A like-
ly scenario would be to have the restaurant operator
run the inn, in affect driving the overall development. 

• Food Court / Market Place at Bathhouse.  The sea-
sonality of the beach makes profit, sustainability and
quality quixotic, at best.  One way to reverse this
market factor would be to manage the Bathhouse's
concessions in a manner similar to a public market or
theme retail center, with, for example, careful selec-
tion of ethnic food vendors, careful siting of conces-

sions, concentration of eateries in a food court for-
mat, control over design, and low profit expectations.
In terms of style, focus group respondents overwhelm-
ingly want inexpensive fare that appeals to the whole
family: hamburgers, hot dogs, pizza, and treats for the
kids, deli-type food, salads, and sandwiches and
healthy offerings for the adults.  

• Party Space at Bathhouse 2nd Floor.  The Bathhouse
lacks the visibility, accessibility, and dimensions asso-
ciated with conventional catering halls.  It could be
used as a party space for off-premises caterers, offer-
ing a much-needed type of facility to local residents
and visitors.  However, party spaces are not inherently
profitable. They usually emerge as uses for spaces that
would be restored or created as a matter of course,
e.g., the Brooklyn Anchorage.  In other words, they
can be lucrative sources of revenue provided they do
not have to pay for their own capital costs. 

• Conference Center Hotel at Floyd Bennett Field.
There is considerable volume of market demand ema-
nating from southern Brooklyn and the area airports
and in need of direct access to the Belt Parkway.
While not in the study area, the driving range at Floyd
Bennett Field has potential for the development of a
full-service lodging facility, probably a national chain
with 150 - 300 units and banquet and meeting facili-
ties.  It is important that such a facility be visible
from the road and be of suitable size to accommodate
group business meetings.  Ferry service to Manhattan
would add to the viability of the site.  While a poten-
tial source of revenue and an opportunity to create a
Yosemite-lodge type experience at Gateway, such a
facility would pose issues about commercialization
and visual impact for Floyd Bennett Field. 

• Cultural Programs.  For-profit entertainment is not
viable as site constraints, in particular access prob-
lems on the bridge, makes mass-market programming
problematic.  However, non-profit, entry-level pro-
gramming can be used to bring first time visitors to
the park and build a shoulder season to help conces-
sionaires and restaurants.  This can be done by
expanding the offerings of existing core partners
(RMAC, RAA, RTC) as well as working with other
producers catering to the Riis Park constituency.
Concerts and other performance art seemed particu-
larly attractive to the focus group audiences.  

But making any of these ventures work is contingent
on raising the quality of the overall Riis/Tilden experi-
ence.  The beach is and will always be the loss leader that
brings in crowds and potential customers; there are many
other restaurants and inns on the other side of the bridge
- but no Atlantic Ocean.  Addressing the concerns of cur-
rent and potential visitors is key to the success of these

Parl Context

Sit-down restaurant at Riis Landing may be viable.

Entry-level cultural programs can bring in first-time visitors and
expand the summer season.



market ventures.

STAKEHOLDER CONCERNS AND
FOCUS GROUP RESULTS * 

There are several distinct sets of people who have a stake
in the future of the Riis - Tilden complex: the approxi-
mately 800,000 current visitors who come to the beach
each year; the prospective visitors for whom Gateway
National Recreation area was created; residents of adja-
cent residential communities; current park partners who
provide services and programming to visitors under a
variety of arrangements; National Park Service staff and
employees; and the civic groups concerned about steward-
ship of Riis/Tilden resources as part of the City, regional
and National Park System.

While these people and organizations differ in their
immediate relationship with the park, a surprising degree
of consensus emerged from the focus groups and inter-
views.  

Current visitors and neighborhood residents had
many positive statements to make about the area. Riis
Park visitors are very fond of Riis Park. They feel that
Riis Park offers a wonderful beach and friendly, tolerant
atmosphere.  Crowds are manageable and the park is safe.
Visitors embrace the chance to escape the stresses of life
in the city and enjoy the beach, surf and the out-of-doors.
Many are long-time users with strong memories of the
beach and visit the beach often during the summer.
Neighborhood residents, who generally don't visit Riis
Park as they can access less crowded beaches near their
homes, spoke positively about the current arts program-
ming, recreational uses, and natural areas in Fort Tilden. 

There was also concurrence about current problems
at the parks. The generally poor state of maintenance,
limited services and non-beach activities, and lack of
landscaping around the parking lot are repeatedly cited as
issues that need to be addressed.  Renovating the
Bathhouse with showers, a changing room and lockers is
one of two top priorities for improving Riis Park, for both
current visitors and prospective visitors.  The other top
priority is creating shaded, grassy areas for picnicking,
barbequing and relaxing.  Visitors and residents com-
plained that the lack of suitable picnic areas encourages
people to picnic wherever they can, making the park seem
chaotic and unmanaged.   

Neighbors and focus group participants also felt that
there was a limited sense of National Park purpose at Riis
and Tilden.  The fact that Riis Park is part of the
National Park Service implies to respondents a high level
of service and programming, more emphasis on the natu-
ral environment, and for some, learning about the natural
environment. Entry-level programming can bring visitors
to the park.  But many civic leaders and neighborhood
residents lacked confidence in the National Park Service's
ability to meet these higher standards.  The lack of fund-
ing, dysfunctional management and a lack of political
will were cited as the principle reasons for the feeling that
the park was not going to improve.  

Both visitors and potential visitors strongly desire
certain improvements to Riis Park and Fort Tilden to
broaden the range of possible activities and make it more
than "just a beach". Current and potential visitors see
themselves going to the park for the entire day, and both
segments are interested in staying through the evening for
a dinner at a restaurant, a concert and/or other entertain-
ment.  Improvements can differentiate Riis Park from
other area beaches and make it an all-day destination
worthy of a fairly lengthy trip.  Facility improvements
should include working showers and a changing area;
shaded picnic grounds; and improved courts and ball
fields.  Other highly desired improvements are kiddy
sprinklers and other child-oriented activities; active out-
door sports such as hiking, biking, running, boating, and
kayaking; interpretive programs; food court; restaurant;
and concerts and other entertainment such as fireworks.   

Many of the neighborhood residents mentioned the
need for a year-round pool, possibly one that could be
used to instruct neighborhood kids and host competi-
tions.  An Olympic-size pool was noted as an important
addition for some people in the focus groups. Since the
main attraction is the beach, however, a full-size pool is

Park Context
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as well as the focus groups results reported by Schaller
Associates.

Visitors and neighborhood residents had many positive statements
to make about the area
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not required for a successful package of renovations, in
the minds of visitors and prospective visitors alike.
Facility renovations and additional out-door activities are
more critical than a pool.  Parents would like sprinklers
which they view as safer for young children than either a
full-size pool or the ocean.

Current and prospective visitors, Manhattan residents
and Brooklyn/Queens residents, generally expressed this
similar vision of desired improvements. Notably, however,
Manhattanites are significantly more nature-oriented and
more strongly desire to get away from crowds.  Hiking,
biking, waterborne activities and opportunities to appre-
ciate nature are particularly important. 

Park Context
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F
or most  vis i tors,  Riis
Park and For t  Tilden
are about having "a
great  day at  the

beach".   Laying the corner-
stone for this  American expe-
rience requires  the National
Park Service to restore the
quality of the beach and
bathhouse experience through

physical  improvements and
adding the r ight  mix of activ-
it ies.   

Improving park services and
making Riis a "Beach and Much
More" will greatly expand the
appeal of Riis Park and Fort Tilden
for current and prospective visitors. 

Recommendations

The National Park Service should firmly establish and improve the three principle nodes for visitor interaction and activities: the Riis Park
Bathhouse, the Riis Mall, and the Tilden/Riis Landing Campus.  
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The overall design framework for these recommendations is to create synergies between places with specific identities.  Improved pedestrian
links and landscaping between three primary destinations: the Riis Park Bathhouse; the Riis Mall; and the Tilden/Riis Landing Campus as well
as the Riis parking lot and entrance will facilitate visitor movement and create a more pleasing gateway to the Park and neighborhood. 
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A broader range of activities with supporting facilities
(e.g. a renovated bathhouse) can create a complete day at
the beach for all members of a family or group of friends,
an American experience worthy of a lengthy trip by car,
bus, or ferry.  Increased and a more consistent volumes of
visitors will help concessionaires and increase revenue
from the parking lot.  

Addressing maintenance and landscaping issues at
the parks will also enhance the Park's status as a neigh-
borhood amenity.  Greening up the park entrances and
reinforcing the campus character of Tilden and Riis
Landing through programming and design improvements
will firmly establish the area as a civic center for the
Rockaway peninsula.  

To meet these goals, Regional Plan Association pro-
poses that the National Park Service and its partners take
on a series of design and programming issues.  These are
structured in three tiers that lend themselves naturally to
considerations of phasing and timing.  The most impor-
tant steps for the National Park Service to take are cap-
tured in the 1st Tier recommendations for improving the
quality of visit.  These are the actions by which the Park
Service could relatively quickly and inexpensively make
immediate improvements to the parks and attract new vis-
itors.

1ST TIER - QUALITY OF VISIT 

A punch list of physical and programming improvements
can immediately help improve the quality of the visitor
experience, and restore confidence in the parks and the
National Park Service:  

Overall Cleanup and Maintenance and Improvement of
Public Circulation Areas -  Many of the interior walkways
in Riis and Tilden are in need of better maintenance and
cleaning.  Of particular concern is the Mall, the
Boardwalk, the entrance to Riis and Tilden and Beach
169th Street. 

Remove Fences - There are unused fences along many of
the interior roadways in Fort Tilden (not the needed
fences at the park boundaries) whose removal would
instantly improve the area's visual quality.  

Improve Connections between Riis Park and Fort Tilden -
Better signage would help the public understand the over-
all Park purpose, orient visitors toward the three principle
contact nodes, and inform them of the wealth of sports
and cultural activities that are already taking place in the
area - quickly and inexpensively letting people know that
the area is a "Beach and Much More."  

Immediate Reuse of the Bathhouse by Opening Center
Hall - The Bathhouse is the symbol of Riis Park and a
landmark for the Rockaways.  Its restoration has shown
the beauty of the building, but its continued closure is a
reminder of the Park's deterioration.  Reopening the
structure, even for limited use, would be an important
physical symbol of the Park's rebirth.  Current renovation
plans should focus on this possibility.

Provide Adequate Showers, Shade Structures and Picnic/
Park Amenities - Clean showers are an essential beach
service.  Shaded, grassy picnic grounds and better conces-
sions will provide beach goers and their family members a
place to cool off and a range of nearby activities.  

Define National Park Service Theme for Riis Park/Fort
Tilden - Visitors to NPS sites expect a unique experience,

Recommendations

Immediate reuse of the Bathhouse by opening Center Hall

Overall cleanup and maintenance and improvement of public circu-
lation areas



opportunities for learning and contact with nature - uses
that are anchored in the overall Park Service mission.  The
recreation and health theme seems to build on Riis Park's
unique heritage and the recreational programs at Fort
Tilden, and could be promoted throughout the Park.  The
National Park Service can also highlight the area's unique
ecology and history by creating programmatic and ferry
links to other parts of the Gateway such as Floyd Bennett
field, Jamaica Bay, and Fort Wadsworth.   

Provide Alternatives to the Automobile - It is clear that
car trips are the mode of choice for visitors and will con-
tinue to dominate transportation to the park.  However,
transit provides an important alternative that allows the
National Park Service to attract new users from the auto-
less households in Brooklyn and Manhattan - a popula-
tion at the heart of the rational for the Gateway National
Recreation Area.  

While there is a large potential market for transit,
only greater market demand will create new service given
the current fiscal situation.   A marketing campaign tar-
geted to those neighborhoods with access to the Q35
could help generate additional traffic and buses along this
core route.  In addition, the Q53 should be extended from
116th Street to Gateway/Riis in the summer.  Combined
with the existing Q22 route, this extension would also
offer frequent service from the 116th Street subway sta-
tion to Gateway/Riis.  

Establishing a ferry service from Riis Landing offers
the prospect of expanding the area's appeal to a new
audience of Manhattan and western Brooklyn residents
as well as providing an important service to neighbor-
hood residents that will cement the Park's role as an
important local civic center.  Its success will likely depend
on continuing to work with other transit supporters to
secure a public subsidy for the commuter service, possibly
linking the route to other more profitable ferry services,
and establishing programming and undertaking a market-
ing strategy that appeals to a Manhattan audience.  

Better Marketing of the Area. The opening of the
Bathhouse, completion of the bridge repairs, start of the
ferry route and other transit improvements all provide a
news hook for promoting the park.  Special events like
fireworks, festivals, or early season/early bird free parking
have been suggested as ways to entice new visitors to
come to the park.  Competing destinations like Jones
Beach advertise heavily on the subway in cooperation
with the MTA.  As noted above, a similar marketing cam-
paign aimed at neighborhoods served by the Q 35 bus and
lower Manhattan residents likely to take the ferry is
essential to their success.  
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Provide adequate showers, shade structures and picnic/park amenities

Define National Park Service theme for Riis Park/Fort Tilden

creating programmatic and ferry links to other parts of the Gateway



2ND TIER - IN PLACE
RECONSTRUCTION 

Capital improvements that will address specific needs of
Park visitors and neighborhood residents within the cur-
rent physical framework:

Complete the Bathhouse Improvements and Identify
Commercial Partners for Bathhouse/Market Place - The
Bathhouse should be the focus for beach services by com-
pleting the restoration of its traditional functions and
preparing the lower floor to house either single conces-
sionaires or the Bathhouse market place envisioned in the
marketing study.   As resources permit and private sector
interest warrants, the second floor should be converted to
a party/meeting space hired out to off-premises caterers
or concessionaires on the lower floor.   A single request
for proposals could advertise both of the possibilities;
short term concession contracts may be needed while the
right operator is selected.

Create New Active and Passive Recreation Areas and
Landscaping.  Fully establishing the "Beach and Much
More" experience will require creating new recreation
venues, not merely restoring the existing courts.  The ven-
ues deemed most desirable from the focus groups include
outdoor sports facilities, children's pool and sprinklers,
and restoration and expansion of the Battery trail system
(the latter being especially for the Manhattan audience).
The completion of the new playground and possible cre-
ation of mini-golf are steps in the right direction.
Additional shading, tree plantings, and landscaping
improvements around the boardwalk, parking lot, and
existing court yards should also be undertaken.  

Establish the Fort Tilden/Riis Landing Campus. The NPS
maintenance yard, Dockmaster's building, and the build-
ings and walkways in the eastern half of Fort Tilden
should be reconstituted as a single campus - a concept
that builds on its current use as a civic center for
Rockaway residents and creates a positive gateway for
ferry users.  

An initial phase could be accomplished by completing
plantings, curbs, and other landscape improvements that
emphasized the underlying block and lot pattern in Fort
Tilden - including the green between the Unit
Headquarters and the Coast Guard Building.  An attrac-
tive connection to Fort Tilden would be created through
the campus and extending down Beach 169th Street to the
water.  Distinct striping or pavement would extend the
pedestrian-friendly campus across Rockaway Beach
Boulevard.  

The Riis Landing portion would house required ferry
support services, including a ticket office and orientation
center in the newly restored Dockmaster's house.  About
92 cars for ferry commuters and excursion boat cus-
tomers could be located in the current maintenance yard.
Additional vehicles could be accommodated through on-
street parking within Tilden, including diagonal parking
spots created on the eastern side of Beach 169th Street.
This strategy will enable commuter traffic to be accom-
modated close to the ferry landing (essential to providing
a successful service) without the creation of a new
unsightly lot on Fort Tilden.   The current civic uses of
this campus (support group meeting rooms, school and
post office) should be supported and encouraged to
expand as feasible.  A library would be a sensible addi-
tion.  Over time the arts programming currently at Tilden

Recommendations
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Create New Active and Passive Recreation Areas and Landscaping

Complete Pedestrian, Bicycle and Shuttle Service Connections
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Recommendations

could be expanded or shifted to structures in this area.  
While this civic campus could be established without

the Coast Guard property, it would be vastly strengthened
if that area was included.  The Coast Guard building and
possibly the boathouse offer the best possibility for locat-
ing restaurants and possibly a small inn in the area, uses
that would further define the campus.  It would shift visi-
tor focus away from the parking lot and might enable
readapting all or part of the proposed parking lot for
park related waterfront activities.  If this property does
come under National Park Service control, commercial
interest in the restaurants and inn should be solicited
through additional feasibility studies and RFPs that are
broadly circulated to national as well as local vendors.  It
is important to note that these activities could take place
without displacing the security services that now exist
there.  

• Complete Pedestrian, Bicycle and Shuttle Service
Connections.  The establishment of the Riis Landing
campus should be complemented by further improve-
ments to the walkways that connect the campus with
the Mall and Bathhouse.  In particular, attention
should be paid toward making the golf course, which
now serves as a barrier between these elements, more
transparent.  This internal network should be linked
to the Gateway Greenway that connects the parks to
the rest of the peninsula and Park Units.  A small
electric tram or bus should be established to help
move people around the park, and perhaps help bring
overflow ferry passengers from the Riis lot to the
ferry terminal.  Such a vehicle can serve as an attrac-
tion in its own right, with distinctive bells or horns
announcing its arrival.  

Riis Landing and adjacent portions of Fort Tilden should be consiti-
tuted as a sinfgle campus--an attractive gateway for ferry visitors.



3RD TIER - FUNCTIONAL
REDEVELOPMENT 

This third tier reflects thinking about new uses, struc-
tures, and relationships that would address some underly-
ing structural issues within the park complex.  These pro-
posals represent capital investments an order above what
was proposed in the 2nd tier.  

Comprehensive Landscaping Plan and Shade Structures.
While additional picnic space and shaded areas can and
should be established within the confines of the current
physical structure of the park, there are several more
comprehensive opportunities to green up Riis Park and
provide considerable more attractive and better space for
such activities.

For the vast majority of the year, the Riis parking lot
is an empty desert.  One focus group participant likened
it to "another state".   Portions of the parking lot could
be greened and converted to ball fields and/or picnic
areas.  This could be done in a way, on those rare occa-
sions when the need arose; cars could still be parked on
grassy lawns.  One concept would be to use the northern
third of the lot for ball fields or a driving range.  This
would also improve the view from Rockaway Beach
Boulevard.  Another concept, not shown, would be to cre-
ate picnic areas in the eastern third near the Bathhouse.  

Another possible way to create more green space

would be to move all or part of the existing Golf Course
to another location.  In some respects this would create
an ideal picnic space and provide beautiful pedestrian
links between the Riis Landing, Fort Tilden ball fields
and Riis Park.  The golf course is heavily used by the
local community, and currently provides a complementary
attraction to the beach.  This important function could
possibly be relocated in the eastern ball fields near
Neponsit or western Battery area near Breezy Point
Cooperative and the Silver Gull Club.      

Build-out of "Riis Landing" Campus, including New
Structures and Uses. Over time, there is more than
enough space to construct new structures in the Riis
Landing Campus that would further define this civic area.
These could include structures associated with the restau-
rant or inn envisioned for the Coast Guard property as
well as buildings that would house arts or other program-
ming in Fort Tilden.   The bay waterfront near Riis
Landing could be developed with a small beach for fami-
lies.   

Assess desirability and viability of the Floyd Bennett Field
hotel/conference center. Market research showed the
potential for a facility in the site currently occupied by the
golf driving range.   Such a facility would generate lease
revenues and could be a handsome and well-operated
service for Gateway National Park.  Any facility would

Recommendations
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also impact on the visual quality of the Park as well as
displace both current and potential uses of the site.  The
National Park Service needs to determine whether such a
facility and its revenue stream is an attractive proposition.
If it is, then NPS should carefully pursue experienced
developers that can provide assurances that the hotel/con-
ference center will be worthy of the Park.  This may
require outside assistance in preparing financial state-
ments and approaching potential developers.  

Assess Potential Value of Proposed Breezy Point Marina
Olympic Venue NYC2012, the organizing committee for
New York City's bid to host the Summer Olympics in
2012, has proposed to create Breezy Point Marina on the
bayside of Fort Tilden.  According to the bid proposal, a
sweeping, crescent-shaped boardwalk, built on piers to
preserve the natural shoreline, will link this new marina's
buildings, storage yard, and boat slips.  While Olympic
use is limited to one and two person sailboats, it is
unclear at this point what services would be provided by
the marina after the games.  

The site is currently used on a fairly informal basis by
kayakers and sail boarders - a use that was considered by
the workshop team as appropriate and in keeping with
the less developed nature of the west side of Fort Tilden.  

While the NYC2012 proposal was not evaluated by
the workshop team, it is seems clear that if such a marina
is built, it should not compete with the marina at Floyd
Bennett Field and be in keeping with the character of the
rest of Fort Tilden.  Limiting the site's use to small sail
boats, kayaks, and other non-motorized vehicles would be
one way of meeting these objectives. 

Build-out of "Riis Landing" Campus, including New Structures and

Green Riis parking lot.


